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The increase in planetary infrared energy loss with verti-
cally uniformwarmingof the surface and troposphere, called
the Planck feedback (λP ) in climatemodels, provides a key
starting point for feedback analysis of climate change; λ−1P
defines a “no-feedback” climate sensitivity. Calculations
from climate models give λP ≈ 3.3W m−2 K−1, ∼ 0.5W
m−2 K−1 smaller than a simple estimate λe = 4σTe 3 based
on Earth’s outgoing longwave radiation. This ∼ 0.5Wm−2
K−1 discrepancy represents a large and unstudied gap in
our understanding of Earth’s “no-feedback” climate sensitiv-
ity. In this paper, I use radiative transfer physics and a line-
by-linemodel to define and quantify four correction terms
that cause the Planck feedback to deviate from 4σTe

3. Of
the four terms, the stratospheric masking correction, which
owes to the lack of stratospheric warming in calculation of
the Planck feedback, plays the largest role, destabilizing λP
by ∼ 0.35Wm−2 K−1 relative to λe . I also find that both
stratospheric masking and another smaller correction term,
related to temperature-dependent absorption properties of
greenhouse gases, cause λP to vary about 30%more with
surface temperature than does λe . These results paint a
more nuanced picture of a climate feedbackwidely consid-
ered to be trivial, and suggest that the stability of much dif-
ferent climates could deviate from our expectations.
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1 | INTRODUCTION1

The global Planck feedback, λP , or rate of increase of infrared energy loss per unit vertically uniformwarming of the2

surface and troposphere, is the dominant stabilizing feedback in planetary climate. An estimate of its magnitude is given3

by the derivative of the Stefan-Boltzmann lawwith respect to temperature, λe = 4σTe 3 – evaluated at a global effective4

emission temperatureTe , which is defined so thatσTe 4 equals the planetary-average outgoing longwave radiation (OLR).5

Earth’s averageOLR of 240Wm−2 corresponds to an effective emission temperature of 255K, and a consequent Planck6

feedback estimate of λe = 3.76Wm−2 K−1. Feedback analysis of comprehensive general circulationmodels (GCMs),7

however, gives a Planck feedback of 3.27Wm−2 K−1 – roughly 0.5 Wm−2 K−1 more positive than λe (Zelinka et al.,8

2020; Soden andHeld, 2006). This missing 0.5Wm−2 K−1 seems to vary little among climatemodels, but has not been9

studied carefully and represents a notable gap in our understanding of Earth’s dominant stabilizing climate feedback. In10

this paper, I attempt to close this gap and account for the discrepancy between the global Planck feedback λP and the11

estimate λe = 4σTe 3.12

Although the Planck feedback is a stabilizing or negative feedback, throughout this paper I will use a positive-13

definite sign convention for it, so that a “larger Planck feedback” is more stabilizing and a “smaller Planck feedback” is14

less stabilizing; corrections that are positive in sign are thus stabilizing and those that are negative are destabilizing. I15

define the global-meanPlanck feedback as equal to the estimate 4σTe 3 , plus a set of additive corrections that correspond16

to specific mechanisms. First, the global Planck feedback is a temperature-change weighted average of local Planck17

feedbacks, rather than a simple average, and regions with a smaller local Planck feedback (high latitudes) tend to warm18

more than regions with a larger Planck feedback (low latitudes). Since the planet warmsmorewhere the feedback is19

small, meridional covariance of local feedbacks andwarming decreases the global Planck feedback. Second, the Planck20

feedback is calculated based on the increase in OLR from tropospheric and surface warming only, with no stratospheric21

temperature change, so increases in OLR are muted in spectral regions where the stratosphere is optically thick; I22

refer to this as the stratospheric masking correction and it strongly decreases the local Planck feedback. Third, the23

absorption coefficients of most gases vary with temperature. I denote changes in OLR with warming due solely to24

changes in optical properties of greenhouse gases as the temperature-dependent opacity correction; it also tends25

to decrease the local Planck feedback, primarily due to increasing opacity with warming on the flanks of the CO226

ro-vibrational band. The fourth correction, nonlinear averaging, arises because the Planck feedback is given by the27

nonlinear derivative of the Planck function with respect to temperature, integrated over a range of both emitting28

temperatures and wavenumbers. The effects of nonlinear averaging over two variables – emitting temperatures29

and wavenumber – motivates further decomposition of ∆N , into a multi-blackbody nonlinearity ∆M and a spectral30

nonlinearity∆ν . A small negative contribution from∆M is offset by a larger positive contribution from∆ν , making the31

Planck feedback larger and closer to λe = 4σTe 3. To summarize, I consider four specific corrections:32

λP = λe + ∆C + ∆S + ∆T + ∆N (1)
∆C : meridional covariance
∆S : stratospheric masking
∆T : temperature − dependent opacity
∆N : nonlinear averaging;

these are listed roughly in order of increasing complexity. The stratospheric masking correction appears to be the single33

most important term.34
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A possible reasonwhy this 0.5Wm−2 K−1 discrepancy between λP and λe has gone unstudied is that the Planck35

feedback has been estimated previously as:36

λe
′
= 4σεTg

3
, (incorrect!) (2)

rather than 4σTe 3 (e.g., Cess et al., 1990; Feldl and Roe, 2013). HereTg is the global-average surface temperature and ε37

is defined so that OLR= εσTg 4. Using a global-mean surface temperature ofTg ≈ 288K andOLR of 240Wm−2 implies38

ε ≈ 0.6, and thus that this feedbackwould be 3.3Wm−2 K−1 – close enough to λP that perhaps no discrepancy needs39

explaining. As suggested by the commentary in equation 2, however, the linear emissivity factor in this estimate is40

inconsistent with vertically uniform warming. Defining ε using OLR= εσTg 4 implies thatTe = ε1/4Tg , and vertically41

uniformwarming implies that the emission temperature warms by the same amount as the surface temperature, so the42

correct simple estimate of the of the Planck feedback should be:43

λe = 4σTe
3
= 4σε3/4Tg

3
(correct). (3)

This is larger than 4σεTg 3 by a factor of 1/ε1/4 ≈ 1.14. The extra factor of ε1/4 could be physically justified in equation 244

only if the warming at the emission level were smaller than that at the surface by a factor of ε1/4 – but this contradicts45

how the feedback is computed in comprehensive models (e.g., Soden et al., 2008). Only by coincidence does λe ′ lie close46

to detailed calculations of λP , and it does not confer any real physical understanding of the 0.5Wm−2 K−1 gap described47

above.48

A total deviation of 15% between λP and λe might seem minor, and decomposing such a deviation into several49

components might seem like an exercise in splitting hairs, particularly since climate models agree so closely on the50

value of the Planck feedback. The implications would be striking, however, if the Planck feedback were 0.5Wm−2 K−151

more stabilizing and all other feedbacks remained the same. Zelinka et al. (2020) show that the net climate feedback in52

climate models from the coupledmodel intercomparison project, phases 5 and 6 (CMIP5 and CMIP6) averages 1W53

m−2 K−1. Adding 0.5Wm−2 K−1 to this would reduce total climate sensitivity by a third, and dramatically reduce the54

intermodel spread in climate sensitivity as well. It seems imprudent to allow such a large unexplained gap in Earth’s55

“no-feedback” climate sensitivity to persist without a thorough understanding of why it arises, and uponwhat aspects of56

the climate system it depends.57

In this paper, I define and quantify the corrections needed to close the 0.5Wm−2 K−1 gap between λP and λe . I58

begin by presenting background on each of the four mechanisms that alter the global Planck feedback (Section 2);59

this provides a full explanation of whymeridional covariance can reduce the global Planck feedback. I then describe60

numerical calculations with a radiative transfer model that allow quantification of the other threemechanisms (Section61

3), and describe my findings (Section 4). I conclude by discussing some of the limitations of this work and by speculating62

about situations where the gap between λP and λe could be appreciably larger (Section 5).63

2 | MECHANISMS64

2.1 | Meridional covariance65

Themeridional covariance correction,∆C , depends solely on the climatological pattern of warming and its covariance66

with the locally defined Planck feedback, so its sign and magnitude can be estimated by referring to previous work.67

Since∆C also turns out to be large inmagnitude, it makes sense to define first.68
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The global-average Planck feedback, λP , is a weighted average of local Planck feedbacks multiplied by local temper-69

ature changes. Considering the structure of feedbacks and temperature changes (T ′) in latitude only, with x = sinφ,70

gives:71

λP =

∫ 1
−1 λP (x )T ′(x )dx∫ 1
−1T

′(x )dx . (4)

The correction to the global-mean Planck feedback due tomeridional covariance,∆C , is given by the difference between72

λP for a given warming patternT ′(x ), and that which would be obtained for globally uniformwarming:73

∆C =

∫ 1
−1 λP (x )T ′(x )dx∫ 1
−1T

′(x )dx −

∫ 1

−1
λP (x )dx . (5)

To proceed further, I assume that themeridional structure ofT ′(x ) and λP (x ) can bewritten as Legendre polynomials74

Pn (x ) and truncated at their second-order terms, so that T ′(x ) ≈ T ′0 + T ′2P2(x ) and λP (x ) ≈ λP ,0 + λP ,2P2(x ). Here,75

P2(x ) = (3x2 − 1)/2 is the second Legendre polynomial and describes well the structure of both the climatological76

meridional temperature distribution and the polar-amplifiedwarming pattern seen in simplemodels (e.g., North and77

Coakley, 1979;Merlis andHenry, 2018). It follows from the orthogonality of Legendre polynomials under integration78

over x ∈ [−1, 1] that:79

λP ≈ λP ,0 +
2λP ,2T

′
2

5T ′0

∆C ≈
2λP ,2T

′
2

5T ′0
. (6)

Furthermore, if themeridional structure of warming is similar regardless of magnitude, so thatT ′2 ≈ aT ′0 , andwriting80

λP ,2 = bλP ,0, a particularly simple form emerges: ∆C ≈ (2ab/5)λP ,0. Global models show strong polar amplification, so81

a > 0, and the local Planck feedback is smaller at high latitudes than low latitudes, so b < 0. Polar warming twice that of82

the global mean corresponds to a ≈ 1, and polar Planck feedbacks that are about 1Wm−2 K−1 smaller than tropical83

values (e.g., 2.5Wm−2 K−1 as compared to 3.5Wm−2 K−1, Soden et al., 2008) corresponds to b ≈ −1/5. Together these84

estimates give a back-of-the envelope value of∆C ≈ −0.08λP ,0 ≈ −0.25Wm−2 K−1 . Thus, meridional covariance is likely85

a large correction, explaining perhaps as much as half the deviation between λe and λP .86

Amore exact calculation of∆C could bemade based on the exact spatiotemporal structure of warming in a given87

model together with radiative kernel or partial radiative perturbation calculations. Such calculations are deferred to88

future work, however, and I now turn to the remaining corrections that contribute to the local deviation of λP from λe ,89

which require an explanation in terms of the physics of radiative transfer.90

2.2 | The local correction terms91

I first define terminology and notation that will be used throughout the paper. To avoid confusion betweenGreek letters,92

the electromagnetic spectrum throughout this paper is referred to by the wavenumber, ν̃, equal to the reciprocal of the93

wavelength, and expressed conventionally in units of cm−1. For a given temperature profile, themonochromatic flux at94
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the top of the atmosphere, F ν̃0 (unitsWm−2 cm), is given by:95

F ν̃0 = πB
ν̃ (Tg )e−τ0 +

∫ τ0

0
πB ν̃ (T (τ′))e−τ′dτ′. (7)

Here, τ0 is the total optical thickness of the atmosphere at wavenumber ν̃ and accounts for integration along a represen-96

tative slant path for upward irradiance, the integration is over optical thickness from τ = 0 at the top of the atmosphere97

to τ0 at the surface, andTg is the surface temperature. Monochromatic fluxes are indicated with a superscript ν̃ and98

spectrally integrated fluxes without a superscript; it should also be understood that optical thickness τ and emissivity ε99

depend onwavenumber wherever used, as they lackmeaningful direct integrals over wavenumber. I also indicate the100

level where fluxes are definedwith a subscript: 0 for the top of the atmopshere andT for the tropopause. The Planck101

function, B ν̃ (T ), describes the radiance of a blackbody at temperatureT :102

B ν̃ (T ) = 2πhc2ν̃3

exp (
hcν̃
kT

)
− 1
, (8)

where h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light, and k is Boltzmann’s constant. The integral of the Planck function103

over all wavenumbers defines the Stefan-Boltzmann law πB (T ) = ∫∞
0 πB ν̃ (T )d ν̃ = σT 4. Whenwriting the temperature104

derivative of the Planck function, dB ν̃ (Tx )/dT , I use the argument of the Planck function (here, Tx ) to indicate the105

temperature at which the derivative is evaluated.106

Since both themonochromatic and spectrally integrated Planck functions increasemonotonicallywith temperature,107

a given spectrally integrated flux F (unitsWm−2) or monochromatic flux F ν̃ can be characterized by the temperature of108

an equivalent radiating blackbody:109

Te =

(
F

σ

)1/4
(9)

T ν̃b =
hcν̃

k
ln−1

[
1 +

2πhc2ν̃3

F ν̃

]
. (10)

I refer toTe as the effective emission temperature, andT ν̃b as themonochromatic brightness temperature.110

In general, equation 7 suggests that if the atmosphere and surface are warmed at all heights, F ν̃0 will increase111

because dB ν̃/dT > 0. However, there are additional contributions to the change in flux dF ν̃0 /dT because the optical112

thickness of gases also depends on temperature. The total change in flux (dF ν̃0 /dT ) from awarming atmosphere and113

surface can bewritten as a sum of contributions from an increasing Planck function source (dF ν̃0 /dT )Planck and from114

temperature-dependent optical thickness (dF ν̃0 /dT )optics. The contribution from increasing thermal emission alone is:115

*
,

dF ν̃0
dT

+
-Planck

= π
dB ν̃ (Tg )
dT

e−τ0 +

∫ τ0

0
π
dB ν̃ (T (τ′))

dT
e−τ

′
dτ′. (11)

Although (dF ν̃0 /dT )optics is harder to write out explicitly, it can be isolated using radiative transfer calculations where116

the temperature seen by the Planck function source is held constant, but calculations of gas optics see a temperature117

increased by 1K.118

The Planck feedback in GCMs is calculated as the change in top-of-atmosphere flux fromwarming only the tropo-119
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sphere and surface:120

λP =

∫ ∞
0


*
,

dF ν̃0
dTT

+
-Planck

+ *
,

dF ν̃0
dTT

+
-optics


d ν̃, (12)

where the derivative with respect toTT indicates a vertically uniform surface and tropospheric warming. This is often121

computed by summing the tropospheric and surface temperature kernel, which will include effects from both increasing122

thermal emission and changing optical thickness.123

With thesedefinitions, thePlanck feedbackλP andestimatedOLR-based feedbackλe = 4σT 3
e =

∫∞
0 π

�
dB ν̃ (Te )/dT �

d ν̃124

can finally be compared directly:125

λP = λe +

∫ ∞
0


*
,

dF ν̃0
dTT

+
-Planck

+ *
,

dF ν̃0
dTS

+
-Planck

− π
dB ν̃ (Te )
dT


d ν̃︸                                                                   ︷︷                                                                   ︸

∆N

+

∫ ∞
0

*
,

dF ν̃0
dTT

+
-optics

d ν̃︸                       ︷︷                       ︸
∆T

−

∫ ∞
0

*
,

dF ν̃0
dTS

+
-Planck

d ν̃︸                        ︷︷                        ︸
∆S

, (13)

where each underbrace defines a correction term with physical meaning corresponding to that in Equation 1, and126

derivatives with respect toTS indicate vertically uniform stratospheric warming. Equation 13 is a key result of this127

paper, and is an equality by construction, in that there should be no further residuals. I briefly discuss each correction128

term below, including a further decomposition of∆N into two parts.129

2.2.1 | Stratospheric masking130

In spectral regions where the stratosphere is optically thick, the flux at the top of the atmosphere will change little or131

not at all in response to warming of only the surface and troposphere, since the stratosphere masks the increase in132

upward flux at the tropopause. Thus, themonochromatic Planck feedback in these spectral regionsmay be close to zero.133

Assuming for illustrative purposes an isothermal stratosphere at temperatureTS , the upwardmonochromatic flux at134

the top-of-atmosphere, F ν̃0 , is given by:135

F ν̃0 = (1 − εS )F ν̃T − εSπB ν̃ (TS ), (14)

where F ν̃
T
is the upwellingmonochromaticflux at the tropopause, and εS = (1−e−τS ) defines the stratospheric emissivity136

in terms of stratospheric optical thickness at wavenumber ν̃. Applying equation 13 for an isothermal stratosphere, the137

stratospheric masking correction simplifies to:138

∆ν̃S = −
*
,

dF ν̃0
dTS

+
-Planck

= −εSπ
dB ν̃ (TS )
dT

. (15)

The stratospheric masking correctionmust be negative, and will be largest in spectral regions where the stratospheric139

emissivity is close to 1 (or where τS >> 1). Note that the assumption of an isothermal stratosphere here has beenmade140

for simplicity and analytic tractability; vertical temperature variations in the stratosphere would require an integral141

(over height) of dB ν̃/dT multiplied by the differential transmissivity at each wavenumber in order to calculate∆ν̃
S
.142
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2.2.2 | Temperature-dependent opacity143

Although the dominant effect of warming at constant atmospheric composition is to increase the Planck function source,144

the optical properties of most greenhouse gases also depend on temperature. Equation 13 defines the correction∆ν̃
T
as145

the change in outgoing flux solely due to the alteration of tropospheric optical properties with warming, without any146

change in the Planck function source of thermal emission:147

∆ν̃T = *
,

dF ν̃0
dTT

+
-optics

= (1 − εS ) *
,

dF ν̃
T

dTT
+
-optics

. (16)

Temperature-dependence of atmospheric optical thickness occurs because absorption of photons by a gas depends148

not only on the abundance of that gas, but also on the population of molecules in the lower-level state of a quantum149

transition that allows for absorption of a photon of wavenumber ν̃. In local thermodynamic equilibrium, this population150

is mediated by temperature, and higher energies of the lower-level state lead to larger relative increases in population151

withwarming (expressions for the temperature-dependence of line strength are given inAppendixA). Especially for lines152

that areweak because lower-level molecular populations are small, an increase in temperature can cause a large relative153

increase in line strength. Strong lines and continuum regions, on the other hand, tend to absorb less with warming. For154

strong lines, weaker absorption is driven by the excitation of molecules out of the lower-level quantum state that can155

undergo the strong-line transition. For continuum regions, the physical underpinning for decreasing absorption with156

temperature is still under debate, but the empirical evidence for it is nonetheless clear (e.g., Cormier et al., 2005; Shine157

et al., 2012). Lest the reader find these temperature-dependencies of gas optics insufficiently complex, line widths also158

decrease slightly with warming, because collisional broadening depends on collisional frequency, which at constant159

pressure scales with the product of molecular speeds (∝ T 1/2) and density (∝ T −1). Overall, temperature-dependent160

opacity can be summarized by the idea that some greenhouse gases becomemore effective with warming, while others161

may become less effective with warming.162

2.2.3 | Nonlinear averaging163

ThePlanck function (equation8) is nonlinear in temperature, with the degree of nonlinearity becoming greater for higher164

wavenumbers. Furthermore, emission to space occurs from a range of temperatures – both at a given wavenumber and165

when considered across the spectrum. Thus, the increase in flux with warming will differ from the derivative of the flux166

of a blackbodywith respect to temperature (evaluated atTe orT ν̃b ). I divide this nonlinear-averaging correction:167

∆N =

∫ ∞
0


*
,

dF ν̃0
dTT

+
-Planck

+ *
,

dF ν̃0
dTS

+
-Planck

− π
dB ν̃ (Te )
dT


d ν̃ (17)

into two components –multiple-blackbody nonlinearity∆M and spectral nonlinearity∆ν .168

Multiple-blackbody nonlinearity occurs for a collection of blackbodies at different temperatures, each of which169

contributes partially to the outgoing flux at the top of the atmosphere, because B ν̃ (T ) and dB ν̃ (T )/dT are different170

nonlinear functions of temperature. The estimated flux increase dB ν̃ (T ν̃
b
)/dT , evaluated at a brightness temperatureT ν̃

b
171

representative of the average top-of-atmosphere flux F ν̃0 = ∑
wiB

ν̃ (Ti ) from a collection of blackbodies with tempera-172

turesTi andweightswi (where∑
wi = 1), will generally differ from the flux increase for a vertically uniformwarming,173

which equals∑wi dB ν̃ (Ti )/dT . Here, a “collection of blackbodies” can refer to either a surface of heterogeneous tem-174

perature with no overlying absorbers, or to emission from different heights and temperatures within a single column175
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of the atmosphere. The correction for multi-blackbody nonlinearity at each wavenumber,∆ν̃
M
, can be written as the176

difference between the increased thermal emission caused by uniformwarming of the surface, troposphere, and strato-177

sphere (
dF ν̃0 /dTT

)
Planck +

(
dF ν̃0 /dTS

)
Planck and the derivative of the blackbody flux at themonochromatic brightness178

temperatureT ν̃
b
:179

∆ν̃M = *
,

dF ν̃0
dTT

+
-Planck

+ *
,

dF ν̃0
dTS

+
-Planck

− π
dB ν̃ (T ν̃

b
)

dT
. (18)

The sign of this correction is not obvious, but Appendix B shows that themulti-blackbody nonlinearity for spectrally180

integrated fluxesmust be less than or equal to 0; that is, 4σ [∑n
i=1wiT

3
i

]
≤ 4σ

[∑n
i=1wiT

4
i

]3/4
= 4σT 3

e . Extending this181

reasoning to monochromatic fluxes suggests ∆ν̃
M
will generally be negative, and that the magnitude of ∆ν̃

M
will scale182

with the variance of temperatures that emit to space at a given wavenumber.183

Spectral nonlinearity occurs because the brightness temperature varies with wavenumber, and because the deriva-184

tive of the Planck function, dB ν̃ (T )/dT , is maximized at higher wavenumbers than the Planck function itself. For a185

blackbody, if the spectrum is split into high-wavenumber and low-wavenumber halves with equal total flux by a cutoff186

ν̃m ≈ 3.5kT /(hc), then roughly 2/3 of the increase in fluxwith warming comes from higher wavenumbers with ν̃ > ν̃m . I187

define the spectral nonlinearity correction as:188

∆ν̃ν = π
dB ν̃ (T ν̃

b
)

dT
− π

dB ν̃ (Te )
dT

; (19)

which gives ∆ν = ∫∞
0 π(dB ν̃ (T ν̃

b
)/dT )d ν̃ − πdB (Te )/dT when integrated over wavenumber. The spectral nonlinearity189

correction is related to the covariance betweenT ν̃
b
and dB ν̃ (T )/dT , which may in general be either positive or nega-190

tive. For Earth, the presence of the water vapor spectral windowwhereT ν̃
b
is high at wavenumbers near the peak in191

dB ν̃ (T )/dT , together with the strong water vapor rotational band absorption whereT ν̃
b
is low at wavenumbers with192

small dB ν̃ (T )/dT , tend tomake this covariance positive. This means that∆ν is usually positive, increasing the Planck193

feedback relative to λe .194

3 | METHODS195

I use calculations with the line-by-line radiative transfer model LBLRTM (Clough et al., 2005) to quantify the locally196

defined Planck feedback (local OLR change per unit local warming, e.g., Feldl and Roe, 2013), as well as the correction197

terms ∆S , ∆T , and ∆N = ∆M + ∆ν . I use a spectral resolution of δν̃ ∼ 0.01 cm−1 over the thermal infrared from198

ν̃ = 10 − 3500 cm−1, so a few hundred thousandmonochromatic radiative transfer calculations are done for each profile.199

This allows for the effects of individual lines (typically with widths ∼0.1 cm−1 at sea-level pressure) to be resolved.200

Output is interpolated to a 0.01 cm−1 grid and also averaged over 5 cm−1 intervals for purposes of plotting.201

I create a set of reference atmospheric profiles by varying the whole temperature andmoisture profile along with202

the surface temperatureTg . The surface pressure is set to 1000 hPa, and the 1000-hPa air temperature equals the203

surface temperature. Above this, temperatures decreasewith height following the saturated pseudoadiabatic lapse204

rate, until reaching an isothermal stratosphere, taken to have a temperatureTS = 200K. The vertical grid spacing is 500205

mand fluxes are integrated to a height of 50 km. The troposphere is defined as all levels withT > TS , and has relative206

humidity of 80% at all heights. The specific humidity in the stratosphere is set to a constant of 5 × 10−3 g kg−1, and the207
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ozone profile follows the gamma distribution in pressure fromWing et al. (2018):208

rO3 = 3.6478 × 10−6p0.83209e−p/11.3515, (20)

where rO3 is the ozone volumemixing ratio, and p is the atmospheric pressure in hPa. Unless otherwise specified, refer-209

ence atmospheric profiles include 400 ppmv of CO2, and no other well-mixed greenhouse gases. The dry atmosphere210

is taken to be 79%N2 and 21%O2 (relevant for pressure-broadening of lines). Gas absorber amounts are scaled by a211

factor of 5/3 to account for the slant path taken by thermal radiation through the atmosphere.212

For each atmospheric profile, I run several calculations to determine the feedbacks λP and λe , and estimate the213

corrections∆S ,∆T , and∆N = ∆M + ∆ν :214

1. A control calculation gives a reference infrared flux spectrum F ν̃0 and thus defines Te = (∫∞0 F ν̃0 d ν̃/σ)1/4 and215

λe = 4σT
3
e .216

2. A troposphere-warmed calculation uses tropospheric and surface temperatures 1 K warmer than the control217

calculation. The flux difference between this calculation and the control approximates dF ν̃0 /dTT and thus gives:218

λP =

∫ ∞
0
(dF ν̃0 /dTT )d ν̃. (21)

3. A tropopause-flux control calculation defines F ν̃
T
.219

4. A tropopause-flux troposphere-warmed calculation gives an estimate of dF ν̃
T
/dTT , from which I calculate the220

stratospheric emissivity (and thus∆S following equation 15) as:221

εS = 1 −
dF ν̃0 /dTT

dF ν̃
T
/dTT

. (22)

5. A tropopause-flux gas-optics-only warmed calculation adjusts optical properties of greenhouse gases in the tropo-222

sphere to correspond to a temperature warmed by 1 K relative to the control, but the Planck function source is223

unperturbed. The flux difference between this calculation and the tropopause-flux control gives a direct estimate224

of (dF ν̃
T
/dTT

)
optics and thus of∆ν̃T after multiplying by (1 − εS ) to account for stratospheric attenuation (following225

equation 16).226

Themonochromatic brightness temperaturesT ν̃
b
from the control simulation then enable calculation of the correction227

terms∆M and∆ν , following equations 18 and 19.228

4 | RESULTS229

I first describe the calculated spectrum of OLR, feedbacks, and corrections, for a reference-state atmosphere with230

TS = 290K (close to the global-mean surface temperature). The OLR shows absorption lines across the entire spectrum,231

butmost strongly fromacarbondioxide ro-vibrational complexbetween550and750cm−1 , fromanozone ro-vibrational232

complex near 1050 cm−1, from the pure rotational band of water vapor at 0-500 cm−1 and a ro-vibrational water vapor233

feature from 1250-2000 cm−1 (Figure 1a). This reference atmosphere hasOLR=249.4Wm−2, an effective emission234

temperatureTe = 257.5K, and thus an estimated local feedback of λe = 4σT 3
e = 3.87Wm−2 K−1.235

A calculation with the surface and troposphere warmed by 1K, however, shows that the Planck feedback is only236
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λP = 3.52Wm−2 K−1, 0.35Wm−2 K−1 less than λe (Figure 1b). The difference is explained completely by∆S = −0.35237

Wm−2 K−1 (spectrum ∆ν̃
S
shown as blue line in Figure 1b), with negative corrections from temperature-dependent238

opacity andmulti-blackbody nonlinearity∆T = −0.09Wm−2 K−1 and∆M = −0.02Wm−2 K−1 almost exactly offsetting239

the positive correction from spectral nonlinearity ∆ν = +0.11Wm−2 K−1 (Figure 1b). I elaborate on the spectral240

characteristics of each correction below, then describe how each correction depends on atmospheric temperature.241

4.1 | Stratospheric masking242

The pink and red lines in Figure 1b show several regions of nearly zero increasewith warming, most strikingly in the243

center of theCO2 ro-vibrational band. These regionswheredF ν̃0 /dTT dipswell belowdB ν̃ (TS )/dT indicatewavenumbers244

where the stratosphere is optically thick; since the stratosphere is not warmed, these spectral regions show little or no245

change in outgoing flux. The negative-definite correction term ∆ν̃
S
has largest magnitudes in the CO2 ro-vibrational246

band, theOzone ro-vibrational band (near 1000 cm−1), and the strongest parts of the H2O rotational band – the parts of247

the spectrumwhere the stratosphere is optically thickest in the infrared. The cumulative integral of∆S as a function of248

wavenumber, ∫ ν̃0 ∆ν̃′S d ν̃′ indicates that ∼60% of the stratospheric masking correction comes fromCO2, ∼25% fromH2O,249

and ∼15% fromO3 (Figure 2).250

4.2 | Temperature-dependent opacity251

Increasing the temperature in LBLRTM seen by the gas-optics calculations but not by the Planck function source gives252

an estimate of the temperature-dependent opacity correction, ∆ν̃
T
(gold line in Figure 1b). This correction is most253

negative on the flanks of the CO2 ro-vibrational feature, on the high-wavenumber edge of the H2O rotational band, and254

on the low-wavenumber edge of the H2O ro-vibrational band, most positive in the water vapor continuum absorption255

region from 800-1000 cm−1, and small elsewhere. Line strengths at the edges of ro-vibrational and rotational features256

depend particularly strongly on temperature because their lower-level states have high rotational quantum numbers257

and thus high lower-level energies (ν̃l ). Furthermore, these regions tend not to be too optically thick, so most of the flux258

difference at the tropopause is transmitted through the stratosphere (the factor (1 − εS ) in Equation 16). Stratospheric259

optical thickness makes ∆ν̃
T
small in the core of the CO2, H2O, and O3 absorption features, where the stratospheric260

masking correction is most negative. The cumulative integral of∆T in wavenumber shows that about half of it comes261

fromCO2 bands and half fromwater vapor bands (Figure 2).262

4.3 | Nonlinear averaging263

The multi-blackbody nonlinearity integrates to only ∆M = −0.02W m−2 K−1 (green line in Figure 1b). Its largest264

contributions come from the O3 ro-vibrational band and the flanks of the CO2 ro-vibrational band, with negligible265

contributions at other wavenumbers, including water vapor bands (Figure 2). This orderingmakes sense, because∆ν̃
M

266

depends on thewidth of the distribution of temperatures that are emitting to space at wavenumber ν̃; this distribution is267

typically narrowest for water vapor, intermediate for CO2, and widest for O3. Water vapor concentrations drop rapidly268

with height, so emission to space in water vapor bands occurs from a narrow range of heights and temperatures at269

eachwavenumber (e.g., Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler, 2020). Carbon dioxide is a well-mixed gas, so wavenumbers where270

CO2 lines have τ0 ≈ 1will emit from awider range of heights through the troposphere. Finally, O3 is concentrated in271

the stratosphere and the underlying emission typically comes from close to the surface, so wavenumbers where O3272

lines have τ0 ≈ 1will emit from a bimodal distribution of heights and temperatures (with peaks atTg andTS ), leading to273
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greatest magnitudes of∆ν̃
M
.274

Spectral nonlinearity has a largemagnitude at almost all wavenumbers, sincemost do not haveT ν̃
b
≈ Te , and takes275

both positive and negative values, so for clarity it is not shown directly in Figure 1b. The cumulative integral of∆ν shows276

that positive contributions in thewater vaporwindow region from800-1200 cm−1 , whereT ν̃
b
> Te , are only partly offset277

by negative contributions in strongly absorbing bands of CO2, H2O, and O3, whereT ν̃b < Te (Figure 2). Notably, the278

negative contributions to∆ν by strongly absorbing bands are disproportionate to the greenhouse effect of each band,279

or the amount bywhich it reducesOLR. For example, theO3 band and theH2O rotation band each contribute about280

-0.05Wm−2 K−1 to ∆ν , but the greenhouse effect of the water vapor rotational band is far larger. Similarly, the CO2281

ro-vibrational band and the H2O ro-vibrational band each contribute about -0.2Wm−2 K−1 to∆ν , but the greenhouse282

effect of the CO2 band is far larger. This mismatch arises because the high-wavenumber tail of the Planck function283

accounts for a disproportionately large share of dB (T )/dT as compared to B (T ), so absorbers at high wavenumbers284

matter more in a relative sense for the Planck feedback than they do for OLR.285

4.4 | Temperature-dependence of the corrections286

Each correction termalsodependson the surface temperature andabsolute humidity of the reference-state atmosphere.287

By performing calculations with surface temperatures of 260-320 K, holding tropospheric relative humidity constant,288

I find that the Planck feedback varies morewith surface temperature than does 4σT 3
e ; λP can even exceed λe at high289

enough surface temperatures (Figure 3a). This greater sensitivity to temperature can be explained by the total local290

correction term ∆S + ∆T + ∆M + ∆ν becoming markedly less negative with surface warming and switching sign at291

Tg = 320K (Figure 3). The temperature-dependence of the correction terms owes to the stratospheric masking and292

temperature-dependent opacity terms; nonlinear-averaging corrections vary little with surface temperature. As the293

surface warms at constant tropopause temperature, the stratosphere thins, stratospheric emissivity decreases, and∆S294

decreases in magnitude as well. The temperature-dependence of∆T occurs due to the competition between the water295

vapor continuum, which decreases in optical thickness with warming, and other absorption bands, which increase in296

optical thickness with warming. Water vapor continuum absorption becomesmore important forTg > 300K, shifting297

∆T from negative to positive values. These results indicate that the correction termsmay lead to about a quarter of298

the meridional variation in the Planck feedback on Earth, with stratospheric masking and temperature-dependent299

opacity contributing roughly equally to the temperature-dependence of the Planck feedback. Tomy knowledge, this is a300

previously unrecognized aspect of the Planck feedback.301

5 | DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS302

I have shown that the 0.5Wm−2 K−1 gap between the global Planck feedback, λP , and the estimated feedback λe =303

4σTe
3 , can be closedwith four correction terms. Meridional covariance is a result of global averaging and the covariance304

between polar-amplifiedwarming and theweaker negative Planck feedback at the poles, and likely makes λP smaller305

than λe by around 0.25Wm−2 K−1. Three other correction terms that affect the local Planck feedback – stratospheric306

masking, temperature-dependent opacity, and nonlinear averaging – have been defined and quantified for reference307

atmospheric profiles across a range of surface temperatures. ForTg = 290K, I find that stratospheric maskingmakes308

the largest contribution, reducing λP relative to λe by ∼ 0.35Wm−2 K−1 near global-mean surface temperatures.309

Temperature-dependent opacity also reduces λP by ∼ 0.1Wm−2 K−1, but is compensated almost exactly by a ∼ 0.1W310

m−2 K−1 increase in λP from nonlinear averaging, mainly from spectral nonlinearity. The stratospheric masking and311
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temperature-dependent opacity corrections depend strongly on surface temperature, making λP more sensitive to312

local surface temperatures than λe would be, and likely contributing to themeridional gradient in the Planck feedback.313

Stratospheric masking is consistently the largest negative correction to the local Planck feedback. Stratospheric314

masking can be included in a simple view of the total clear-sky longwave feedback – which includes Planck, water vapor,315

and lapse rate components – by slightly reframing the central result of Ingram (2010). Ingram (2010) clarified that to316

first order, spectral regions where water vapormakes the atmosphere optically thick show little increase in outgoing317

infrared flux with warming (at constant relative humidity), while all other wavenumbers will show a ‘Planckian’ increase318

in fluxwith warming (following dB ν̃ (T ν̃
b
)/dT ). Accounting for stratospheric masking revises this simple rule: any spectral319

regions that are not optically thick either to water vapor or in the stratosphere will to first-order show a ‘Planckian’320

increase in fluxwith warming. Stratospheric optical thickness thus emerges as an important aspect of the clear-sky net321

longwave feedback that tomy knowledge has not been previously considered.322

I have assumed a relatively cold and isothermal stratosphere, which is likely to reduce themagnitude of∆S relative323

to calculations with amore realistic stratospheric temperature profile (Equation 15). Regarding the other corrections,324

use of a relatively cold stratosphere is unlikely to alter∆T much, as∆T depends only on the stratospheric emissivity325

and the tropopause flux increase with warming. A too-cold stratosphere might exaggerate the nonlinear-averaging326

corrections by increasing the variance of emitting temperatures. Therefore, calculations based on climatemodels with a327

more realistic stratospheric temperature profile might reveal an evenmore dominant role of the stratospheric masking328

correction.329

Stratospheric temperatures should also respond to a change in upward flux at the tropopause if the stratosphere330

remains in radiative equilibrium, but this response is not included in standard calculations of the Planck feedback. The331

sensitivity of stratospheric temperatures and top-of-atmosphere fluxes to tropopause flux changes is likely nuanced,332

depending on both the spectral distribution of stratospheric emissivity and the base-state stratospheric temperature333

profile. The assumed lack of stratospheric temperature change embedded in standard Planck feedback calculations334

thus warrants further testing.335

This work is intended to be illustrative rather than definitive, and I have used a line-by-line radiative transfer model336

to demonstrate how each correction arises as a consequence of specific greenhouse gases. Global climate models337

typically use radiation parameterizations that, for reasons of computational efficiency, solve radiative transfer equations338

at many fewer wavenumbers. For example, RRTMG (Clough et al., 2005) – a widely used scheme in climatemodels –339

uses the correlated-k approximation, in which the thermal spectrum is first broken up into broad bands (16 bands for340

RRTMG from 10-3250 cm−1; a strong CO2 band spans 630-700 cm−1), and a small number of full radiative transfer341

calculations are then performed in each band by grouping wavenumbers with similar gas absorption coefficients. Thus,342

in RRTMG, only 140 radiative transfer calculations are done for each profile, and the temperature-dependence of343

absorption coefficients is represented by lookup tables rather than by explicit calculations of line strengths. Despite344

these differences, I have found with preliminary testing that all of the correction terms compare quite closely in345

magnitude between LBLRTMand RRTMG (not shown). Thus, I expect that the clear-sky Planck feedback calculated346

in climate models would have a similar breakdown of the correction terms to that presented here. I have quantified347

themeridional covariance correction only roughly; future workwill include amore comprehensive assessment of this348

correction term by explicitly calculating∆C from climatemodel output (following equation 5).349

This paper has focused on clear-sky conditions; cloud cover would modify the magnitudes of some correction350

terms. I expect stratospheric masking would remain themost important correction, and largely unaltered in magnitude,351

since stratospheric emissivity is independent of tropospheric clouds. By reducing the outgoing flux and smoothing its352

spectrum towards that of a blackbody at cloud-top temperature, optically thick cloud layers – especially in the upper353

troposphere – would likely reduce themagnitude of∆T and∆N . The behavior of the sum of the local correction terms,354
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especially relative to the Planck feedback –which would also decrease greatly for a sky with thick high clouds – is less355

straightforward to anticipate. Low clouds are unlikely to greatly alter the picture presented in this paper. High and356

thin cloudsmight increase themagnitude of themulti-blackbody nonlinearity correction by increasing the variance of357

monochromatic brightness temperatures in many spectral regions. A greater variance ofT ν̃
b
could also increase the358

magnitude of∆M under partly cloudy skies, but further quantifying this effect is deferred to future work.359

Do these findings matter for climate sensitivity and the sum of climate feedbacks? In a narrow sense, the answer is360

no; I have merely explained aspects of the Planck feedback that, although poorly understood, are incorporated into361

climatemodel analysis and show relatively little inter-model spread. In a broader sense, however, this work clarifies362

how several properties of the climate system – stratospheric optical depth, temperature-dependence of absorption by363

greenhouse gases, and the location of spectral absorption features andwindow regions –may appreciably alter Earth’s364

“no-feedback” climate sensitivity. Some of these properties may change slightly in the near future, and they could vary365

muchmore for distant past climates of Earth – or for climates of other worlds.366

The stratospheric masking correction depends on stratospheric emissivity, which can be altered by anthropogenic367

greenhouse gases. Using the same reference temperature profile as in Figure 1, a doubling of CO2 or of stratospheric368

water vapor (resulting frommethane oxidation) both increase themagnitude of∆S by about 10% to -0.38Wm−2 K−1,369

whereas a doubling of O3 has a smaller impact, increasing themagnitude of∆S by only 0.01Wm−2 K−1 to -0.36Wm−2370

K−1. The historical combination of small decreases in global stratospheric Ozone, together with increases in carbon371

dioxide and stratospheric water vapor (e.g., Solomon et al., 2010), has likely made the Planck feedback less stabilizing372

due to increasing stratospheric opacity. Although these effects areminor in the historical period, they will grow in the373

future and should be accounted for in feedback analysis of climatemodel simulations that use CO2 concentrationsmany374

times larger than present values.375

As an example of how amuch larger change in atmospheric composition could alter the Planck feedback, I have376

done a calculation where CO2 (400 ppmv) is removed from the reference case (Figure 1) and replaced with 2.3%CH4 by377

volume – an amount tuned to give the same F0 = 249.4Wm−2 (Figure 4). As noted in Pierrehumbert (2010), muchmore378

methane is required than carbon dioxide to give the same greenhouse effect if only one of the two gases is present,379

becausemethane’s ro-vibrational band around 1250 cm−1, unlike carbon dioxide’s ro-vibrational band near 666 cm−1,380

is offset considerably in wavenumber from the peak in the Planck function for Earth’s atmospheric temperatures. By381

construction, this example has the same value of λe = 3.87Wm−2 K−1 as the reference case, but it has λP = 3.32382

W m−2 K−1, 0.2 W m−2 K−1 lower than the reference case, and a notably different composition of the correction383

terms. Spectral nonlinearity has switched signs and is now the largest negative correction term at −0.26Wm−2 K−1,384

stratospheric masking has decreased in magnitude to −0.25Wm−2 K−1, multi-blackbody nonlinearity has remained385

about the same, and temperature-dependent opacity has decreased inmagnitude to only −0.02Wm−2 K−1. The large386

negative contribution of spectral nonlinearity occurs because the absorption lines of CH4 lie almost entirely above 1000387

cm−1; methane thus contributes far more in a relative sense to reducing dF0/dTT than to reducing F0. This example388

highlights that greenhouse gases with absorption features at high wavenumbers could bemore important for climate389

feedbacks than their impact on outgoing radiation would suggest.390

I have also done an example calculation under conditions reminiscent of snowball Earth, with 10%CO2 by volume,391

Tg = 260K, and a lowerTS = 190K (Figure 5). The total correction to the Planck feedback in this case is −0.73Wm−2392

K−1, dominated by stratospheric masking (−0.54Wm−2 K−1) and temperature-dependent opacity (−0.22Wm−2 K−1).393

The correction terms combine to reduce λP by over 25% relative to λe , and the sum of Planck, water vapor, and lapse394

rate feedbacks for this atmospherewould be only 1.3Wm−2 K−1 (calculated by comparing to theOLR from a calculation395

withTg = 261 K). In this situation, the corrections to the Planck feedback are as large as the combined water vapor396

and lapse rate feedback, and the climate would be quite sensitive to radiative forcing evenwithout including cloud or397
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surface albedo feedbacks.398

This paper has explored a subject that most climate scientists would likely consider so simple as to be trivial, and399

found hidden subtleties in the Planck feedback. These subtleties should be considered explicitly at the level of detail for400

which feedback analysis is conducted in climatemodels. In addition to providing a novel exposition of several corrections401

to the Planck feedback, which could be viewed as important feedbackmechanisms in their own right, this work also402

serves as a reminder: in the climate system, few things are as simple as theymay seem.403

404

APPEND IX A: DEPENDENCE OF L INE STRENGTH ON TEMPERATURE405

406

Quantitatively, if the intensity of an absorption line S centered at wavenumber ν̃c is known at temperatureT0, then the407

line intensity at some other temperatureT is given by:408

S (T ) = S (T0)Q (T0)
Q (T )



1 − e−
hcν̃c
kT

1 − e
−
hcν̃c
kT0


e
−
hcν̃l
k

(
1
T −

1
T0

)
, (23)

where hcν̃l is the energy of the lower-level state for the transition, andQ (T ) andQ (T0) are the total internal partition409

function at temperaturesT andT0, respectively (Rothman et al., 1998). The dominant temperature-dependence for410

most lines arises from the final term e−
hcν̃l
k

(
1
T −

1
T0

)
, or ratio of Boltzmann factors for the lower-level state at temperature411

T relative to temperatureT0; temperature-dependence of Q (T ) and of the bracketed term are comparatively weak412

unless the lower-level energy is small relative to the thermal energy (e.g., hcν̃l < kT ). This can be shown by looking at413

the relative change in line intensity with warming:414

d log S
dT

= −
d logQ
dT

−
hcν̃c

kT 2

e−
hcν̃c
kT

1 − e−
hcν̃c
kT

+
hcν̃l

kT 2
. (24)

As an example, consider CO2 at 260 K, and a relatively strong line somewhat away from the center of the ro-vibrational415

feature, near 600 cm−1, with ν̃l ∼ 1000 cm−1. In this situation,Q ∼ T (Pierrehumbert, 2010), so the partition function416

term contributes a ∼ −0.4%K−1 line weakening, the second term contributes negligibly, and the Boltzmann factor term417

contributes about a ∼ 2.1%K−1 line strengthening. Such an increase in opacity, depending on how optically thick the418

atmosphere is near the line center, can lead to amarked compensation for the increased Planck function source with419

warming.420

421

APPEND IX B: S I GN AND MAGN ITUDE OF THE MULT I-BLACKBODY NONL INEAR I TY422

423

For a collection of blackbodies, the increase in fluxwith uniformwarming is proportional to the average of the cubes of424

their temperatures, whereas the estimate 4σT 3
e is related to the 3/4 power of the average of the fourth powers of their425

temperatures. Specifically, lettingwi represent the weighting of temperatureTi in a collection of n blackbodies (where426
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thewi sum to unity), the increase in flux with uniformwarming is 4σ
[∑n

i=1wiT
3
i

] , whereas the estimated increase is427

4σ
[∑n

i=1wiT
4
i

]3/4 . Raising both expressions to the 1/3 power reveals that they are power means of the temperatures in428

the collection of blackbodies, with the cube root of the flux increase given by (4σ)1/3 [∑n
i=1wiT

3
i

]1/3 (a powermean of429

degree 3), and the cube root of 4σT 3
e given by (4σ)1/3

[∑n
i=1wiT

4
i

]1/4 (a powermean of degree 4). The generalizedmean430

inequality (e.g., Hardy et al., 1952, theorem 19) proves that amean of higher degree is greater than or equal to amean of431

lower degree; thus 4σT 3
e must be greater than or equal to the actual flux increase.432

As a more concrete example, consider a collection of blackbodies with temperature distributed uniformly in433

[T − δT /2,T + δT /2]. Letting u = δT /T and using x as an integration variable over the distribution (so thatT (x ) =434

T + xδT = T (1 + ux )), themeanOLR from this collection of blackbodies is given by:435

OLR = σT 4
∫ 1/2

−1/2

(
1 + 4ux + 6u2x2 + 4u3x3 + u4x4

)
dx = σT

4
(
1 +

u2

2
+
u4

80

)
. (25)

SinceTe = (OLR/σ)1/4, it follows that:436

4σT 3
e = 4σT

3(1 + u2/2 + u4/80)3/4 . (26)

The flux increase for a uniformwarming of the whole distribution of blackbodies is given by:437

∫ 1/2

−1/2
4σT 3(x )dx = 4σT 3(1 + u2/4), (27)

so the correction∆M due tomultiple-blackbody nonlinearity in this simple situation would be:438

∆M =

∫ 1/2

−1/2
4σT 3(x )dx − 4σT 3

e

= 4σT
3 [(1 + u2/4) − (1 + u2/2 + u4/80)3/4] (28)

≈ −4σT
3(u2/8), (29)

where the binomial approximation on the last line has assumed u << 1. If the distribution of blackbodies here were439

taken to represent different emission levels in the vertical, with emitting temperatures between roughly 200 K and440

300K in Earth’s Tropics, then u ≈ 0.4 and the magnitude of ∆M would be about 2% of λP , or about −0.07W m−2441

K−1. If the distribution of blackbodies instead represented different emission temperatures across latitude bands,442

temperaturesmight range from230K to 270K, so u ≈ 0.16 and the correction from themultiple-blackbody nonlinearity443

would be much smaller, only 0.3% or −0.01W m−2 K−1. Thus, multi-blackbody nonlinearity could be a significant444

factor in reducing the local Planck feedback, but likely has little effect on averaging across latitudes relative to the445

aforementionedmeridional covariance correction. Furthermore, since the distribution of temperatures that emit to446

space at a given wavenumber is usually much narrower than the distribution of brightness temperatures across the447

spectrum, monochromatic calculations of∆M (equation 18) will typically make this correction factor even smaller in448

magnitude.449
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F IGURE 1 a) Outgoing infrared flux spectrumwith the line-by-line radiative transfer model LBLRTM, for an
atmosphere with a surface temperature of 290 K. The pink curve indicates monochromatic irradiances, and the red
curve irradiances averaged over 5 cm−1 wavenumber bands. Thin lines from black to light gray show reference
blackbody spectra. b) Changes in OLR flux spectrum for: 1K of troposphere and surface warming (monochromatic
change in pink, average over 5 cm−1 bands in red), for 1K increase in monochromatic brightness temperature (purple),
and for the correction terms∆ν̃

S
,∆ν̃
T
, and∆ν̃

M
(blue, gold, and green, respectively). Thin lines from black to light gray

show the derivative of the Planck function for the same reference temperatures as in a).
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F IGURE 2 Cumulative integrals from 0 to wavenumber ν̃ of each correction term to the local Planck feedback. The
value at the right-hand side of the plot indicates the full value of the correction term∆, and wavenumbers of greatest
slope indicate areas most important to the value of the correction term.
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F IGURE 3 a) Planck feedback λP and estimated feedback λe = 4σT 3
e over a range of surface temperatures. b)

Spectrally integrated correction terms for stratospheric masking (∆S ), temperature-dependent opacity (∆T ), and
nonlinear averaging (∆M and∆ν ) over a range of surface temperatures.
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F IGURE 4 As in Figure 1 but for an atmosphere with no CO2 and instead 2.3 %CH4. a) Outgoing infrared flux
spectrum; b) Changes in OLR flux spectrum for different cases and spectra of different correction terms.

F IGURE 5 As in Figure 1 but for a snowball-like scenario with 10%CO2, a surface temperature of 260 K, and a
stratospheric temperature of 190 K. a) Outgoing infrared flux spectrum; b) Changes in OLR flux spectrum for different
cases and spectra of different correction terms.


